
Galactic Crisis: The Great War

Prologue

    By the year 2406 A.D., Humans have traveled all across the Galaxy looking for life on other planets.
Humans find life on a near planet Hourna home of the Hourniarians. They have also found life on Earth’s
sister planet, Juvara II in the year 2021. Both planets have Human camps with oxygen, food and water the
size of half of the United States. Astronauts still search the Galaxy for life. In that year Humans were
currently searching the distant planets, Salura and Mercavacs. They have no luck with the technology they
had then. They said they’ll wait until the beginning of the 26th century.

    In the year 2561 A.D., Humans not just conquered Salura or Mercavacs but explored the outermost
planet in the Galaxy, Pluvan. But, the good news was only news back on Earth. Earth is dying from an
unknown disease. Scientists soon figure out the Hourniarians have a deadly disease to Humans. The
Federation of United Territories, the worldwide organization of Earth, makes a new law to ban all
Hourniarians on Earth and all Humans on Hourna. Humans search the planet for Hournarians. They finish the
search but, there are still underground gangs of Hournarians; and Humans create a Grand Army of the
Federation of United Territories, the Federation Space Force.

    In the year 2595 A.D., Hournaraians declare war on the Humans of Earth. To show their power of
technology and destruction, they destroy The Moon orbiting Earth for millions of years. Since then, Humans
and Hournarians fight for many years in open space and lifeless planets. Scientists on Earth say the
diseases Hournaraians carry started The War on purpose.

    The current year is 2622 A.D. And the Hournaraian War is very close to an end…



Chapter 1
Character Intros & Mission Briefing

Commander Kale has always been in the Galactic Space Force since he was 15. Both of hi parent were in
The War, and both killed by an Underground Gang of Hournaraians. After the death of his parents, Kale
was sent to Military School on Juvara II. He was great with a gun and everything else. He was a perfect
student. He graduated when he was only 19, and became a Commander when he was only 28. His goal
now, after the Attack on the Hourn Army Base, is to become a General-Elite and be a Galaxy-Wide Hero.
Kale was born on the last day in the year 2595. On that same day, the Hournaraians destroyed The
Moon. Kale’s first contact with the Hournaraians wasn’t in the war, but in an Underground Gang of
Hournaraians. He was captured by hem when he was only 8. He was gone for 2 weeks. He was rescued
by a group of Space Force Soldiers; and only two days after the Hournaraian Ban and Earth. All
Hournaraians found on Earth will be tortured to death and shot into space. Kale never saw the
Hournaraians ever again, until he was on the battle field. But, before he was in the Space Force, he was
the head of security for the Earth Senator for the United Planets Senate. He always had a CLAR-05 Laser
Rifle in his hands when on duty. The CLAR Series Laser Rifle was his weapons of choice.

“This attack plan is very important to us, Space Force, and of course the Federation.” Said Commander
Kale to his Attack Team. “We need to be flawless. Some of us may not make it back. Getting into just the
outskirts of the Capital will be hard.”
“So how will we do it?” asked Nico a Human solider.
“We have shot down a Ravana Shuttle and Fighters and kept then intact. We will simply fly through the
Blockade and land near the outskirts of the base. We will use our EM-21’s to break through their outer
defenses. We will then sneak into the base and get to the Communications Room.” said Kale.
“But they speak Hourn. None of us understand that language.” exclaimed Rhett, a Juvarian.
    “We have a Hourn translator. We will just connect it to the comm.” answered Kale. “We strike on the
30th day of the new year. That will be it for today. We need all the rest we can get. Now get out of
here!”
“On the 31st day in the new year, we will strike the Hournaraian Army Base and order an opening of the
Nautil Woken Blockade and our ships Epimetheus, Prometheus, and Venture escorted by Neroflux II’s, will
attack the capital city, Hourn. Does that make since?!” yelled out Commander Kale.
“Yes sir!” answered all the Privates.

    At the start of the New Year, 2623, all of the Federation Space Force was preparing the Epimetheus,
Prometheus, Venture, the Hournaraian Shuttle Ravana and One-Man Fighters, Ravana VIII. Everyone was
working non- stop on the preparations. Lieutenant Kale was worried the most. HE was thinking about even
getting past the blockade. He wasn’t very sure if they would be able to get past it. He has heard rumors
that you need to give them your Galactic Code of your ship. The Humans did not know the Codes of the
Shuttle or the One-Man Fighters.



    Soon the day came. The Epimetheus would soon pick them up with the Hournaraian Shuttle and One-
Man Fighters. As long as they have hope Kale’s squad can pull this off.



Chapter 2
The Attack

The journey to Hourna was a fast one the Epimetheus had to come out of high speed to stay out of sight.
The Hournaraian Shuttle escorted by the Ravana VIII Fighters traveled the rest of the way to Hourna.
“Ok Privates where there. All fighters check in.” commanded Kale.
“Rhett checking in.” Said Rhett, one of the best pilots in the Special Forces.
“Nico checking in.” said Nico, the weapons specialist.
“Ok. Where are at the point where they should ask us the Code of our ships, get ready.” commanded
Kale.
“Yes sir.” said all of the other fighters.
They neared the Blockade. Everyone got shivers down their spines. Then all of the ships’ Communication
radios turned on.
“This is the Nautil Wok Blockade. Please enter your ship codes.” said a Hournaraian.
The Fighter Pilots let Kale go first.
“This is Shuttle Aesopus, Galactic Code: HA-501.” said Kale very calmly.

Back on the Command Warship Epimetheus, General Devante was overhearing the progress of the mission
to Hourna.
“Commander, Lieutenant Kale and his men are in position and the Shuttle has been cleared for pass. We
are waiting for confirmation of the fighters.” said one of the Commanders Communication Experts.
“Good. Keep on track of that. And make sure we don’t get tracked. We don’t want the whole Hournaraian
Fleet on us.” said General Devante.
“Yes sir.”

“Our Codes are HA-208.” said the two Pilots of the Fighters.
“You are all cleared for pass. You may continue.” said the Hournaraian.
“Good job Pilots. Let’s do this.” said Kale.

    The Shuttle and Fighters landed on the outskirts of the Hournaraian Army base.
“Ok, let’s do this. Remember, stay out of sight and stay behind cover.” commanded Kale. “Striker, you
have the EMS-21?”
“Yes I do Sir.” said Striker.
“Good. Move out and follow me.” commanded Kale.

Back on the Epimetheus, the Commander and other High Officers were figuring out the attack plan.
“Commander, Kale and his men have landed in the outskirts of the Hournaraians’ Army Main Base.” said
High Officer Zing.
“Good. Lets figure out an attack plan on our side.” commanded Commander Devante.
“Sir, me and the other Officers were thinking about heading out now while Kale and his men continue their
mission. “ said Officer Reed.
“That sounds good. Captain! Set course for Hourna.” commanded Devante.
“Of course, Commander.” said the Captain.
“Zing. What’s the Attack Plan?” asked Devante.
“Sir, if Kale and his men haven’t broke a gap in the blockade by the time our fleet has arrived, we will
attack with everything we have.” answered Officer Zing.
“And if Kale fails?” questioned Commander Devante.
“We will strike right through their blockade.” answered Zing.
“Are you sure? Not even the Epimetheus has enough firepower to break through their blockade.” said
Devante.
“Yes I’m sure. Before the launch, we upgraded the shield of the Epimetheus. We tested it and it can
penetrate a laser from an EMS-21 and the laser cannon ZALC-67.” answered Officer Zing.
“That’s great.” said Devante. “This might work….” said Devante.



“Commander, we have reached Hourna.” exclaimed the Captain. “Should we start our attack?”
The Commander did not answer.
“Commander! They’ve spotted us! They have started launching their fighters! Do I have the command to
start our attack?” asked Zing.
“Yes. Launch all fighters!” yelled out the Devante.
“All pilots to your battle stations! Hournaraian Fighters coming our way!” yelled out the Captain.

Back on Hourna, Kale and his men were coming to the wall that surrounds the Hournaraian Army Base.
“Rhett, you have the EMS-21?” asked Kale to Nico.
“Of course, you know I always have one with me!”
“Shhh.” said Nico. “Do you want the whole Hournaraian Army chasing our butts?”
“Of course not. Now, get out of the way.” commanded Rhett.
There was a huge boom. Hournaraian Soldiers stormed in.
“Nice.” said Kale. “At least we’re through.”
“Sir, we have a problem. There are some Hournaraian Soldiers closing in.” exclaimed Nico.
“That’s fine. I thought this would happen. I’ve already got three snipers back at the Shuttle. They’ll take
care of them.” said Kale. Kale turned on his communicator. “Snipers, take ‘em out!”
“Acknowledged Commander!” said the Sergeant Sniper. “Key boys let’s do this.”
The snipers took out one by one Hournaraian. All of them were head-shots.
“Commander! What’s that ship?” asked Nico.
“That looks like a Hournaraian Carrier!” exclaimed Kale. “Contact the Epimetheus right now!”
Nico got his communicator out at once.
“Epimetheus this is Soldier AT-133 we need backup right now! There is a Hournaraian Carrier landing right
now. I repeat we need backup Epimetheus!” exclaimed Nico.
There was no response for a couple seconds.
“We acknowledge. We are trying to get through the Nautil Wok Blockade. It might take some time.”
answered High Officer Zing.
“You can’t even send a Shuttle with fighter escort? You know Hournaraians can’t hit ships that small and
fast!” said Nico.
“That may be tricky because their Fighters can. And I don’t want to waste supplies and three ships. You will
have to hold out for a while!”
“Ok. Try to send at least Fighters down when you get a chance?” asked Nico.
“Ok. We’ll try. That…be…while.” said Officer Zing with communication problems.
“Officer!” The connection died.
“Commander I lost the signal.” Exclaimed Nico.
“So I’ve noticed. I think the Hournaraians are finally figuring out our technology and jamming us.” said
Kale.
“Took the a while.” Commented Rhett.
“There’s only one thing to do.” Thought Kale. “Rhett, how much ammo do you have for the EMS?” asked
Kale.
“Let me check.” Rhett went through his backpack. I got 2 clips with 2 rounds in each.”
“Good.” Kale thought some more. “Snipers come in.”
“What’s up boss?” asked the Sniper Sergeant.
“I need you to locate where the Hournaraian Carrier landed.” Commanded Kale.
“Yes sir!” said the Sergeant.

“Guys cover me!” commanded the Sniper Sergeant.
“Of course sir!” said the two rookies.
The Sniper Sergeant looked and looked. He finally found it.
“I found it!” said the Sergeant. “Wait what’s that?”
The Sergeant increased his sniper scope to x100.



“It’s a tank!” said the Sergeant. “Wait, three more! Hey one of you, contact the Commander!” commanded
the Sergeant.

“Sir, the Sniper Sergeant needs us real bad!” said Nico.
“What’s going on over there!?” asked Kale impatiently.
“Sir there is 4 tanks coming out of that Carrier. No Hournaraian Soldiers though, just the tanks. I suggest a
retreat. You’ll have no chance against those tanks. They look brand new too…not a scratch on either of
them.” Said the Sergeant.
“Ok. I agree with you.” said Kale sadly. “Men retreat to the Shuttle and Fighters!”
“But sir….” started Rhett.
“That is an order Rookie!” yelled Kale.
“But that’s the Epimetheus!” exclaimed Rhett.
“Yes it is.” Confirmed Kale. “Hold your position! I repeat hold your position!”

“What’s going on Serge?” asked one of the Rookie Snipers.
“I think the Commander wants us to hold position.” Answered the Sergeant.
The Communicator next to him turned on.
“Sergeant come in.” said Kale. “Sergeant come in.”
“What’s going on Commander? Why are we holding position?” asked the Sergeant.
“We are holding position because the Epimetheus is here. I’m contacting them now. You continue giving us
cover. Commander out.” Answered Kale.

“Ok boys cover me while I contact the Epimetheus.” Commanded Kale.
“Yes sir.” Said Rhett and Nico.
Rhett and Nico covered Kale for the whole time he was trying to contact the Epimetheus. Eventually Kale
did. He turned on his Communicator.
“Epimetheus this is Commander AT-001 we are on the Hourna landscape outside of the Hournarians Main
Base. We need backup and supplies now. We are also running low on ammo. Only a couple Rifle Clips
and 2 Laser Launcher Clips.” said Kale into his Communicator.
There was a long silence before any response.
“Commander this is Captain Aryan. Why are still unable to send any supplies at this time.” Said Captain
Aryan.
“Why? You’re in plain sight, I don’t know about you but I don’t see any enemy ships following…” Kale was
cut off. A Hournaraian knocked his Communicator out of his hands.
Kale looked all around. Rhett and Nico was nowhere in sight. After a few seconds, the Hournaraian
grabbed Kale.
“Hey let me go you slimy excuse for a living thing! Let me go!” yelled Kale.
Kale picked up the Communicator the Hournaraian knocked out of his hand.
“Snipers where are you!? Snipers!? Take him out! NOW!” commanded Kale.

The screaming Commander on the other side of the link couldn’t be answered. All three, including the
Sergeant, were dead. Then there was a Hournaraian picking up the Communicator. He answered the
Communicator.

The Hournaraian dragging Kale heard the other Hournaraian on the Communicator Kale was holding.
“This is not good.” Said Kale.
The Hournaraian knocked the Communicator out of Kale’s hand again and knocked him out cold.

“We need to get out of here, the Hournaraians have too much fire power!” commanded Captain Aryan.
“But sir, we can’t we fire the ZALCs?” asked High Officer Zing.
“No, our cameras indicate that the Commander and most of his men has been taken hostage.” interrupted
General Devante.
“We do not negotiate with aliens not within the Galactic Space Organization.” said Captain Aryan.
“Fine, call the other ships to come down here to help us.” Commanded General Devante.



“Sure.” Agreed High Officer Zing. “Warships Prometheus and Venture, do you copy?”
“This is Captain Zurang of the Prometheus. We hear you but there is some interference from the Nautil
Wok Blockade. We may only have a couple seconds of communication. What do you need Captain?” said
Captain Zurang of the Prometheus.
“We need backup now, the Commander and his men have been taken hostage and we need help.” Said
Captain Aryan.
“We copy. We…be…in…while. I…we…losing…connection.” Captain Zurang got cut off.
“So, is the Prometheus coming?” asked General Devante.
“Yes just the Prometheus. We have lost all communications with the Venture. I think the Venture may be lost.
It is just as old as this one, just without all of the upgrades.” Commented Captain Aryan.
“Yes that is true. But are they coming down immediately?” asked  General Devante.
“We don’t know, we also lost connection with the Prometheus.” Said the Captain.
“They better come soon, because it sounds like the Hournaraians want this ship to come down.” Said
General Devante. “Where’s the Captain I need to talk to him!”
“Yes sir?” asked Captain Aryan.
“What’s our shield status?” asked General Devante.
“It’s good so far. Shields are at 96%. It seems those tests we ran before we left Earth were successful.”
Said Captain Aryan.
“Sir! The Prometheus is entering the atmosphere. At a very fast speed too. It also seems they are launching
two shuttles and many Neroflux II Fighters.” Said an Officer.
“Good, launch all available fighters to help them!” ordered Captain Aryan.
“Sir the Prometheus is also contacting us!” said the Officer.
“Patch me through.” Said the Captain.
“We better do this fast Captain. Current data indicates that the Hournaraian Command Ship, Mjolnir, is
following us along with two other ships. They are also targeting our main engines. We need you to move in
case of engine failure.” Said Captain Zurang.
“We acknowledge Captain. We will take evasive action at once. We are launching all available Fighters
to help your shuttle escort. We are patching through the landing coordinates.” Answered Captain Aryan.



Chapter 3
The Rescue Mission

“Sir, the Hournaraian Command Ship has shot our main engines! Were falling out of the sky!” exclaimed a
High Officer.
“The Prometheus is not going down after 100 years of voyaging.” Said the Captain firmly. “Officer! Shut
down the main core. Keep the main controls on, same with flaps, drag-fins and main guns.”
“Yes, sir.” Confirmed the Officer.

Back at the Epimetheus, everyone was shocked about the Prometheus.
“Sir, the main power core on the Prometheus has been shut down, manually.” Said High Officer Zing.
“Try to contact the Captain.” Commanded Captain Aryan.
“At once, sir.” Confirmed the Officer.
The Officer tried to contact the Prometheus many times.
“Captain, I can’t seem to contact the Prometheus. It seems they have shut down their communications or the
Hournaraians are jamming us.” Said the Officer.
“Well we tried, good work Officer.” Said the Captain. “General what do think we should do?”
“I think we should call the fighters back and help the Prometheus from the Mjolnir.” Answered General
Devante.
“That’s a good idea, but they’ve have probably landed already.” Said the Captain.
“Do we have any other fighters?” asked General Devante.
“No we launched all of them to the landing point.” Answered Captain Aryan.

Kale woke up upside down in a Hournaraian cave behind bars.
“What the…” wondered Kale.
“Commander! Man, are we happy to see you.” Said Nico.
“Just get me down from here Rookie.” Ordered Kale.
“Do you know what happened out there?” asked Rhett.
“No, last thing I remember was being dragged by a Hournaraian.” Answered Kale.
“That’s what they did to us too.” Said Nico.
“Why would they take us?” asked Kale.
“Money.” Answered Rhett. “That’s all these Hournaraians want.”
“The Galactic Space Organization will never negotiate with these Hournaraians. They’re not part of any
government besides their own.” Said Kale.
“Yes that’s right, but you think the Epimetheus and the other ships would send for us?” asked Nico.
“Maybe, if not, we need to get out of here too.” Answered Kale.
“What should be our plan?” asked Kale.
“Well there seems to be no guards, and I can see the control panel for the doors. We have all these rocks
too. So if we throw a rock at it, we can deactivate the doors, get our guns and blow our way out of here.”
Said Rhett.
“Perfect plan Rookie.” Said Kale. “Nico, can you do it?”
“Who can’t throw a rock, Sir?” commented Nico.
Nico picked up a rock and threw it across the cave and hit the control panel right on.
“Nice throw Rookie.” Said Kale. “Let’s just hope the Hournaraians don’t use our own weapons on us.”
“No problem Commander, I put in Fingerprint Triggers before we launched from the Epimetheus.”  Said
Rhett.
“Not bad for a Juvaraian.” Commented Kale.
“We specialize in weapons, Sir.” Said Rhett.
“Of course you do. Now move out!” commanded Kale. “First, let’s find our guns. When they captured us
they probably already destroyed the EMS.”
“That’s probably true, they know about that launcher.” Commented Nico.
“Stop. I think I hear one coming…” said Kale.



A Hournaraian came around the corner and saw them immediately, and charged at them.
“Take ‘em out!” commanded Kale.
Both Rhett and Nico charged at the Hournaraian Guard. Nico got a hold on the Hournaraian and Rhett
knocked him unconscious.
“Good job! Move out!” commanded Kale.
Kale, Nico and Rhett were all moving very slowly and quietly. Almost every couple minutes they’ll come
around a Hournaraian and take them out. Kale looked around a corner and saw many Hournaraians
guarding their weapons.
“This is not good you guys.” Said Kale.
“What’s wrong sir?” asked Nico.
“There’s maybe ten Hournaraians guarding our weapons.” Answered Kale.
“Well our highest priority is the communicators.” Said Rhett.
“Yes that’s right. Front and center Rookies!” said Kale.
“What’s up sir?” asked the Rookies.
“I need you to distract the guards while me and Rhett get the communicators.” Answered Kale. “By the time
we have the communicators the Hournaraians will notice right away. That’s when Rhett will distract the
Hournaraians while I contact the Epimetheus. And no live fire. Change fire to poison darts. And watch your
aim and ammo. Go live only for backup.” Said Kale then catching his breath.
“That’s a good plan.” Said Nico.
“I know it is. And it will work. Now move out!” Commanded Kale.
“Ok sir.” Said both Nico and Rhett.
“Hey Hournaraians over here!” yelled out Kale.
The Hournaraians immediately ran over to Kale and Rhett.
“Move Rhett!” commanded Kale.
Rhett shot the other three Hournaraians guarding the communicators. Then Rhett grabbed all three
communicators.
“Sir I got the Communicators!” yelled Rhett.
“Good, before you contact the Ship, shoot the Hournaraians that’s are about to kill us!” commanded Kale.
“Yes sir!” said Rhett going to live fire.
Rhett got a dead on head shot.
“Nice shot Rookie.” Commented Kale.
“Thanks sir.” Said Rhett.
“I think we should get out of here before more Hournaraians arrive.” Said Nico.
“Good idea.” Said Kale. “Move out!”
They ran all the way out of the cave for better reception.
“Good were out of the cave.” Said Kale. “Rhett! Give me the Long-Range Stealth Communicator.”
“Sir.” Said Rhett while giving him the Communicator.
“Come in Epimetheus. I repeat, come in Epimetheus.” Commanded Kale.

“Captain! The Commander is contacting us with a Long-Range Stealth Communicator!” said an Officer.
“Good patch us through.” Commanded Captain Aryan.
“Captain were stranded out here. I have no idea what our coordinates are. You might just end up tracking us.”
Said Kale over the intercom of the Bridge.
“We will do that.” Said Aryan while pointing at an Officer to do it. “Do you have any weapons or ammo?”
asked Aryan.
“All we have are our AF-92 s. I think the Hournaraians took the EMS and our extra ammo clips.” Answered
Kale.
“Damn it.” Said Aryan.
“What s wrong Captain?” asked Kale.
“The Prometheus is going down.” Answered Aryan. Aryan then pointed at an Officer. “Get me shield status
on the ship now!”
“The Prometheus is going down? How?” asked Kale.
“The Hournaraians were attacking nonstop since we got past the Blockade.” Answered Aryan.



“Why didn t they go after you though? It s very obvious that the Epimetheus is the Command Warship.”
Commented Kale.
“Yes. They probably do know that.” Aryan thought for a second. “It’s just that there’s something very wrong
with this battle.” Said Aryan.
“Yes I agree.” Said Kale. “First of all they don t attack your ship and second of all they don t destroy all of
our weapons. Something is very wrong.”
“Captain. The Prometheus’ shields are at 5%. It seems their only power going to anything is their steering
controls and main guns.” Said the Officer.
“Thank you Officer.” Said the Captain.
“We’ll send a shuttle for you Commander.” Said Aryan.
“Thank you sir. I m hoping to .” An alarm sounded from inside the cave.
“What was that Commander?” asked Aryan.
“I think the Hournaraians have just noticed we got out of our cell.” Answered Kale.
“We’ll get that shuttle down to you as fast as we can.” Said Aryan. “You’ll have to hold out as long as you
can.”
“Can do sir.” Confirmed Kale. “We will come back Captain. Commander Kale out.”
“Officer Zing where are you?” yelled out Aryan.
“Right here sir.” Said High Officer Zing.
“I need you to get our best pilot to Commander Kale’s position.” Commanded Aryan.
“Right away sir.” Confirmed High Officer Zing.

“Ok Rookies. We’re going to have to hold out until our shuttle arrives. If any Hournaraians come anywhere
near the exit of this cave, shoot it!” commanded Kale.
“Can do sir!” said both of the Rookies.
After shooting down many Hournaraians, their shuttle finally came.
“Get in, come on! Get in!” yelled out the pilot.
“Get in their Rookies!” commanded Kale. “Pilot!”
“Yes sir?” asked the pilot.
“Get me a couple grenades!” commanded Kale.
The pilot gave him two explosive grenades. Kale threw them into the cave killing the rest of the
Hournaraians. Then Kale. ran into the shuttle.
“Haha.” Chuckled Nico. “Nice throw sir.”
“Thanks Rookie. I’m just glad to be up in the air.” Said Kale.
“Commander. The General wants to talk with you.” Said the pilot.
“Turn ‘em on then.” Said Kale.
“Commander as you know you mission was to infiltrate and destroy the Hournaraian Army Base.” Said
General Devante.
“Yea. And we got a little mixed up with some Hournaraians.” Said Kale.
“Yes I know that. But because of that you are not going to have to finish that plan.” Said Devante.
“Why? Me and my men are not tired or injured.” Commented Kale.
“I understand that part. But what about your ammo?” asked Devante.
“Well…um. I’m at about 15 rounds left on my last clip.” Said Kale.
“Exactly. And when you come back to the Epimetheus you are going to get more ammo. And during that time
we could be bombing that place all the way to hell.” Said Devante.
“Yes well…”
“That s why we are bombing it. You have no men down their do you?” asked Devante.
“Yes…well no. Actually I did but their dead.” Answered Kale.
“Good then were going on with our plan. Come back to the Epimetheus and get ready to exit the
atmosphere.” Commanded Devante.
“Of course sir. But wait. What happened to the Prometheus?” asked Kale.
“The Hournaraians destroyed it.” Answered Devante. “Devante out.”
“Damn.” Kale said to himself.
“What’s wrong sir?” asked Nico.
“Nothing…we’re going home.” Answered Kale.



The Shuttle got in range of the Epimetheus.
“Commander, you may want to see this!” exclaimed the pilot.
“What’s wrong pilot?’ asked Kale.
All the pilot did was direct the Commander to look out the window.
“This is not good.” Said the pilot. “I need you to me my gunner.”
“I get it solider.” Kale Said already getting ready. “You just fly I’ll take out those Hournaraian Fighters.
“Got it…. Ready?” asked the pilot.
“Ready. Attack speed…. Get ready back there Rookies!” commanded Kale.
“Of course sir!” said Nico and Rhett.
After only a couple seconds of flying full speed fighters started coming in.
“A small squad coming in starboard side!” exclaimed the pilot.
Kale got dead on shots on 2 of the 3 fighters.
“Got most of them!” said Kale.
“Good job. More coming in from behind!” said the pilot.
The squad leader of the fighters nearly shot one of the main engines.
“Man that was close!” exclaimed Kale.
“What happened?” asked the pilot.
“That squad leader almost got one of our main engines!” Kale answered.
“Then what are you waiting for let him have it!” said the pilot.
“Sir.” Confirmed Kale.
Kale shot down all three of the fighters.
“We have about maybe a mile and a half remaining before we can board the Epimetheus!’ said the pilot.
“Can you hold for that long?”
“Oh yea.” Confirmed Kale. “I’ve gotten 5 out of 6 fighters and I’m just getting started!”
“Haha.” Laughed the pilot. “Oh no.”
“What’s up pilot?” asked Kale.
“Maybe 20 to 30 fighters coming in!” answered the pilot.
“I guess I should reload.” Said Kale.
Kale reloaded the turret.
“Fly us at high speeds right through there!” commanded Kale.
“Ok sir.” Said the pilot while blasting the engines full power.
The small Achilles shuttle went even faster now, heading right into the horde of fighters.
Kale fired immediately. Even after a couple seconds, he had already shot down three fighters. After only
30 seconds of firing, the shuttle came out of the horde.
“We made it through Commander!” exclaimed the pilot. “We are now preparing to board the
Epimetheus.”
“Very good pilot.” Said Kale. “patch me through to the General aboard the Epimetheus.” Commanded
Kale.
“Patching through now sir.” Answered the pilot.
“Thank god you called me. We all thought you wouldn t make it through that swarm of Hournaraian fighters.”
Said the General.
“It’s ok General we made it through. We are preparing to board the Epimetheus now.” Said Kale.
“Do it fast Commander. I think those swarm of fighters are coming back!” exclaimed the General.
“Can you provide cover for us?” asked Kale.
“I think we can. We ll send a crew down to the hangar for you right away. Are any of your men injured?”
asked the General.
“No we all survived except for the Sniping Team that were providing cover for us before we got
captured.” Answered Kale sadly. “We’ll be in as soon as we can General.”
“Copy Commander. While you board we ll send our Achilles XI Bombers down to that base a destroy it.” Said
the General in a firm tone. “Devante out.”
“Pilot!” yelled Kale.
“Yes sir?” asked the pilot.



“We need to board the Epimetheus fast. The Hournaraian fighters are coming back for a second attack.
The General is sending the bombers down to the surface, and we need to get out of the atmosphere right
after that place blows.” Commanded Kale.
“Acknowledged Commander.” Answered the pilot.



Chapter 5
The New Crew

The Achilles shuttle boarded the Epimetheus in its massive hangar. When everyone got out of the hangar,
Rhett and Nico saw the Achilles XI Bombers take off and go down to the planet surface.
“Hey, Nico check out those bombers! That base will be a crater by the end of the day!” exclaimed Rhett.
“Yea… ‘Victory’.” Said Nico in a calm voice.
“What’s wrong man? You should be crazy excited! We survived in the cave and fought back to the
Epimetheus. C’mon man loosen up!” said Rhett in a convincing voice.
“I would if I could Rhett. Just one of those Hournaraian Guards cut my leg up.” Answered Nico.
“Tough it out Rookie! Just a scratch” said kale jumping into the conversation. “If you’re angry at them, go
down to the firing range and set to Hournaraian.”
“Will do sir.” Said Nico feeling better already.
“Nice to see you in one piece Commander.” Said General Devante.
“General  is here! Look live Rookies!” commanded kale.
“At ease everyone.” Said the General. “Kale job well done. Same thing with you Rookies!” said the
General pointing at the Rookies behind Kale.
“Thank you sir. But if I must say, we didn’t infiltrate or even destroy the Base. It’s those pilots in those
Bombers finishing our mission.” Exclaimed Kale.
“Your right Commander, but you fought well.” Said Devante.
There was a long silence.
“That’s why I’m promoting you to Commander Elite Class 4.” Said Devante.
Kale’s eyes widened.
“Thank you sir.” Said Kale blushing.
“And as for you privates. You are now Sergeant Class 4’s.” said Devante to the Rookies.
“Thank you sir!” said both of the Rookies.
“Congrates to you all actually. Take you new military rank and prove you are what is says you are.” Said
a girl that captured Kale’s attention.
“General Elite Entonces!” exclaimed the General to the beautiful Human female. “What are you doing
down here?”
“I’m checking out the Assault Team that was on the planet surface. And I’m also here wondering why you’re
here.”
“What do you mean?” asked the curious General.
“Don’ ask me questions. I ask the questions!” yelled Entonces.
“Of course madam.” Said the General almost shaking of fear.
“I’m wondering why you didn’t send any reinforcements down there to rescue them from that cave full with
Hournarians!” said Entonces.
“Your wrong!” yelled the General. “I sent a shuttle to pick them up.”
“Yes I got that part but what about fighter escorts?” asked the eager General Elite.
“We couldn’t. All the fighters were fighting the Hournaraian fighters.” Said the General.
“When do you think this fight would stop Nico?” asked Rhett.
“No chater you two, two of the best Generals are right there!” exclaimed Kale.
The fight went on for minutes. Finally General Devante left for the bridge. Then Entonces walked to the
soldiers.
“And you are?” asked Entonces to Kale.
“Commander Kale AT-01 at your service madam!” answered Kale.
“Very nice. And you two?” commented and asked Entonces.
“Private Nico AT-133 madam!” answered Nico.
“What about you?” asked Entonces pointing at Rhett.
“Private Rhett AT-216 mam!” answered Rhett.
“A Juvaraian in our Special Forces?!” exclaimed Entonces. “Explain this Commander!”
“Hey, Juvaraians are damn well ready for any mission and they do not stop in the middle of a battle.”
Answered Kale in a raging tone. “And that’s what Juvaraians do…WAR.”



“Well explained Commander.” Said Entonces is a voice showing Kale to calm down. “That was my first test
for you for your new team.”
“Nice test, but not very nice to the foreign.” commented Kale.
“Your right.” Admitted Entonces. “I’m sorry Juvaraian. What’s your number again?”
“Private AT-216.”
“I’ll see you all back on Earth. I’ll explain everything back at home.” Said Entonces leaving the hangar.
“I don’t like her.” Said Rhett.
“I understand Rhett.” Said Kale. “Go shake it off, all of you. Go get some rest. I’ll talk to Entonces.”
“Sir, yes sir!” said both of the Rookies.
Both of the Rookies walked to their quarters for the journey home. While Kale walk in the direction
Entonces. Then the intercom turned on.
“Bombs have dropped. Please prepare for leaving the planet s atmosphere.”
It sounded like Captain Aryan.
“I better run upstairs to the bridge.” Said Kale to himself.
When Kale finally got to the bridge the timing was just right.
“Commander on deck!” said many privates and Officers.
“At ease gentlemen.” Said Kale, then came Entonces. “And women.”
“Welcome to the bridge Commander. Have you ever been up here?” asked Entonces.
“Actually no. The only place I’ve been on this ship are some hallways and the main hangar.” Answered
Kale.
“That’s too bad. The Epimetheus is the greatest ship in the galaxy…that we know of.” Commented
Entonces.
“That’s nice…but aren’t we sup post to be heading for the atmosphere?” asked Kale.
“That’s what we were just about to do.” Answered Entonces. “Pilot head us for the atmosphere!”
commanded Entonces.
While the ship angled upward, there was a long silence, besides the roar of the engines working harder.
Then Kale noticed something.
“General are those the Bombers?” asked Kale.
“Yes, Officer! Depressurize the main hangar and lower the shield!” commanded Entonces to a random
Officer.
“Are you sure General? Where in the stratosphere!?” exclaimed the Officer.
“Close all interior doors god damn it!” said Entonces firmly while turning back to Kale. “Where and how do
we get these people?”
“It’s called Earth and Juvaria II General.” Answered Kale.
The Bombers got into the Hangar.
“General the bombers are in the hangar.” Exclaimed the same Officer. “Shall we continue leaving the
planet?”
“Of course. I don’t want o be in the blast zone.” Said Entonces.
The Epimetheus continued moving out of Hourna’s atmosphere and soon it’s gravitational pole.
“Target destroyed General!” yelled High Officer Zing.
Everyone cheered like crazy.
“Debriefing time Commander.” Commanded Entonces. “Grab your men and we’ll talk with the Council
about this.”
“Of course madam.” Answered Kale. Kale turned on his Wrist Comm. “Nico, Rhett get down to the
Debriefing Room ASAP. No slack!”
“On it sir!” answered Nico.

Everyone was here in the Debriefing Room, General Elite Entonces, Commander Elite Kale, and Sergeants
Nico and Rhett.
The Council was just holographic images.
“Very interesting Attack, Commander Kale.” said the High Leader Torus.
“Sir if I may, we didn’t accomplish our mission, the bombers did. Me and my men were captured and held
captive, we escaped but…” Kale got interrupted by Nico.



“We got only minor injuries. I got my leg scratched up but nothing serious. We shouldn’t have earned those
promotions.” Exclaimed Nico.
“Don t talk like that Rookie! You should be happy you survived! You did your best Solider, and that counts!”
exclaimed one of the Leaders, Euthenio.
“Only a Juvaraian would try to cheer me up. It doesn’t work that way on us Human’s.” said Nico talking
back to Euthenio.
“Don t talk to your leaders that way Sergeant. We are giving you advice and news on the most important
enemy Commanders to this time ” said the last Leader, Uriah a Xeonix getting interrupted by Nico.
Interrupting a Leader can be punishable by banishment or even death.
“And I’m suppose to take that from a Xeonix? You have to be kidding me! We all know the Xeonix is the
smartest living being in all of the Galaxy but this is a different place…and we are Humans!” exclaimed
Nico.
“Wait outside Rookie, this not you time to talk or be here!” commanded Kale.
“Fine I don’t need any of you!”
“What s wrong with him?” asked Torus.
“I’ll ask him later.” Answered Kale.
“On to business.” Continued Uriah. “Our Federation Intel shows that General of the Hournaraian Army,
Xu Zilipom and Commander Ca Tajahig are still ongoing in the war.” Said Uriah sadly.
“Wait, so they weren t in the Base when we blew it up?” asked Kale.
“Your right Commander, they weren t. We all hope we have enough men and money to finish this war.”
Exclaimed Euthenio.
“Isn’t that the politics job?” asked Entonces.
“Yes General. But we are getting low on funds. The production of the Enceladeus has left us depending on
trade from Juvaria II and Xeonixs.” exclaimed Uriah.
“Well how long do you think until we can start another attack on the General and Commander?”
wondered Kale.
“We estimate maybe until 2631.” Answered Torus.
“That’s insane! By that time, by that time… I don’t know what would happen, but, I just know it’ll be bad.
We can’t wait that long! Humans and Juvaraians are in danger every day out there on the battlefield,
maybe even getting killed. The Hournaraians are getting smarter. They know how to attack us.” Exclaimed
Kale. But he still went on. “Even our ships are getting destroyed, our ship the Prometheus got destroyed
today by the Command Warship Mjolnir. That ship was made in 2534! You know how many years that is?”
Kale stopped to catch is breath.
“Commander, there is no other way, I m sorry. This meeting is over. We ll do as best we can to attack at a
better time.” Insured Euthenio. The holographic images disappeared.
“Kale its ok, they’re going to find a way.” Said Entonces softly.
“I’m sorry General…but just don’t talk to me for a while.” Said Kale back to Entonces.



Chapter 6
Back home to Earth

The Epimetheus came out of high speed as they entered Earth’s orbit.
Kale entered the bridge to get a status report while Entonces was resting.
“All systems fine Captain?” Asked kale.
“Most of them anyway.” Answered Aryan.
“What do you mean most?” asked Kale.
“We are missing a Neroflux II Fighter from the hangar.” Answered Aryan.
“How? Wouldn’t the main computer have detected it?” asked Kale.
“It would of. The scanners showed that the engines and main power were still on.” Answered Aryan.
“Curious.” Kale thought for a moment. “Do you know where Nico is?” asked Kale demanding an answer
quickly.
“Who?” Aryan asked.
“Sergeant AT-133? Database may not be updated yet so it may say Solider AT-133.” Kale firmly
answered.
“I’ll search him. Anything else sir?” asked Aryan.
“If you don’t find him in this ship, track the ship.” Kale answered.
“We’ll get right on it Commander!” confirmed Aryan.

The Epimetheus reached the landing point on Earth’s solid, concrete surface.
Well it s nice to back here on wonderful Planet Earth home of the destructive Human Species. Kale thought.
Earth in 2623 was over flown with Humans and aliens, especially Juvaraians. The sky was dirty with tan
clouds. It’ll be a miracle if they saw blue skies. Now only people can see blue skies in pictures. Everyone
was displeased with what Earth is now. Everyone wished Earth would be like what it was in the 21st and
22nd century. Their ancestors always got the best of Planet Earth and surrounding aliens and planets. No
war, no pollution, no problems at all besides politics…which were always a problem. But now Earth was
dirty, with solid concrete all over the surface of Earth. No dirt would be found except for mountains or
deserts. That’s why everyone is depressed in these times. No money because of the war, and of course the
war itself. Almost all men were sent into the military. Lives were lost every day on the battlefield and
naturally at the end of a life. The 27th century was like the next Depression. Humans forced to move, even
away from Planet Earth, most to Juvaria II, some even to Xeonix. Besides money and the war, Earth was
dying from the inside out. Energy from the core was decreasing thus giving Humans less and less resources.
Natural resources was no problem since the end of the 21st century, recourses went away basically by the
year 2110. All power came from solar or compressed air. Clean energy, but too late to save Earth.
At least the Hournaraians haven t destroyed us yet. Just to put us out of our misery. Most Humans are
surprised were still alive after all these years. Thought Kale, again thinking about Earth’s ancient history
lessons.
“Commander Kale come in.” said a voice which sounded like Entonces.
“Kale here, you have a lead on Nico?” asked Kale impatiently.
“Yes, he s not aboard the Epimetheus. He s in the Zisfion system.” Answered Entonces.
“What is he doing there?” wondered Kale.
“Visiting a planet?” answered Entonces.
“I don’t think so; I think he’s a traitor.” Said Kale.
“Whoa. Let s not jump to conclusions here. We don t have any proof.” Said Entonces.
“We may yet have proof yet General. Remember what happened in the Debriefing Room?” asked Kale.
“Yea, he seemed very upset or something.” Answered Entonces.
“I think he did that on purpose General. I think he wanted to get out of the Debriefing and escape back to
Hourna.” Exclaimed Kale.
“If he wanted to stay on the planet why not hide from you and stay behind when you were on the surface?”
asked Entonces.
“I’m not sure why he didn’t do that. Maybe he wanted that particular fighter?” wondered Kale.
“Maybe. Those Neroflux II Fighters are good and expensive.” Answered Entonces.



“We’ll look into it later. Now I need you to track that ship if you can. Right now I have to go meet
someone. Commander Kale out.” Said Kale while turning off his Wrist Comm.
I should probably go see her. Thought Kale.
Kale took an Achilles XI Fighter.
“Captain do I have a clearance to take off?” Kale asked the Captain.
“Thanks for asking Commander. And you do have clearance to take off.” Answered the Captain.
Kale took off and headed for the city called Seiki. Seiki was a city entirely made above the Pacific
Ocean. The city for the richest people on Planet Earth, made in 2487. The city of Seiki runs on very clean
power. Everything you can name, Solar, Wind, Compressed air, even Salt Water from the Pacific.
Kale came to the highest building of the city; he docked with a nearby bridge.
“Nice to see you Lieutenant!” said a little Xeonix boy named Zy.
“Na Zy, its Commander Elite now kid!” exclaimed Kale.
“Sorry sir. It seems like you were gone for a lifetime!” Zy said.
“It’s ok Zy. You seem to be growing too.” Exclaimed Kale.
“I’m getting smarter too Kale! I made my very own Speeder!” Zy said anxiously.
“That’s nice Zy but is Maliya home?” asked Kale.
“No she ran to Waihona Meli.” Answered Zy.
“Why did she go there? More exactly why go to a Xeonix city?” asked Kale.
“I don’t know.” Answered Zy.
“Well I guess I’ll just stay here and wait.” Kale said softly and he sat down on a stair.
“Why can’t I just show you my speeder while you’re waiting?” asked Zy.
“I guess…what do you call it?” Kale asked.
“I don’t know, just finished it a week ago!” exclaimed Zy. “I haven’t even flied it yet.”
“Why not? You should be able to do that! It’s your speeder!” exclaimed Kale.
“Yea I know, but my parents won’t let me.” Said Zy sadly. “They think I’ll fly off the edge of the city and
drown.”
“That’s ridiculous!” yelled Kale, then he thought for a moment. “What if I fly it for you? And you would just
be in the passenger seat…if you have one.”
“Actually I do have a passenger seat.” Answered Zy. “And that will be awesome if you can test if for me!”
“Ok were in!” then Kale looked around. “But where is it?”
“It’s in the garage under the main platform.” Zy answered.
“No wonder you parents won’t let you fly it.” Kale exclaimed. “You’re not supposed to be down there!”
“But…” Zy started to say.
“No… m not even supposed to be down there!” Kale exclaimed.
“But you said that you’ll fly it!” Zy exclaimed.
“Yes I did but…but wait. How did you get down there?” Kale wondered.
“Do you have to know?” Zy asked.
“Actually, yes. And if you don’t I can place you under military arrest for going into restricted areas.” Kale
exclaimed.
“You’re kidding right?” Zy said while smiling as if it was a joke.
All Kale did was stare right into Zy’s eyes, with no facial expression.
“I’m serious Zy.” Kale said.
“Ok I’ll show you.” Zy said sadly.
“That’s more like it son.” Kale said less firmly.
Zy took Kale down all the way to the main platform by elevator.
“Ok Zy just show me how you got down there than we can go back to my place. Maliya might be back
soon.” Kale said impatiently.
Zy then showed him a how in the ground heading right down to the lower levels of the platform behind a
big piece of scrap metal.
“You see, this is how I get down there. No lie Commander.” Zy said.
“Ok your fine. We can go back up to the house.” Kale said. “I would think the lower levels would have
better security!”
“If I knew that the lower levels were restricted, I would have said the same thing!” Zy exclaimed.



“I’ll call a crew to get your speeder out from under there. You’ll get it back Zy, don’t worry.” Kale said
reassuring Zy.
“I’ll be ok Kale. I can wait. Did you know I made it out of recycled ship parts?” Zy asked.
“I’ll have even more for you soon…” Kale said thinking of the Prometheus.
“What do you mean?” Zy asked.
“The Prometheus went down during our last battle on Hourna.” Kale said sadly.
“That sucks. What ship was that?” Zy asked.
“It was one of the oldest Human Star craft ever. The Prometheus was made long before you and I were
born.” Kale said. “The Prometheus was just as big as the Epimetheus, the Command Warship. I was never
on it, but it looked great in action. It was a real beauty.”
“I wish I could have seen it.” Zy complained.
Kale though for a moment.
“Maybe you can, let’s get back to my house. I can show you some pictures of it!” Kale exclaimed.
Kale and Zy started walking to the elevator.
When they got in the elevator they immediately saw the glass wall around the elevator. The scenery was
great…at least the ocean. If you looked hard enough you can see San Francisco…and all the smoke
coming from it.
“Kale?” Zy asked.
“What’s up Zy?” Kale answered.
“What was Earth when you were a kid? Zy asked.
“Not much different from what it is now.” Kale answered.
“Do you know anything about Earth from the 21st and 22nd Century?” Zy continued.
“I read about Earth during that time.” Kale paused to remember his History lessons. “Earth was clean.
Clear skies…blue skies. Humans were just discovering life on other planets. There was peace. No war. All
species were nice to each other. But when Hournaraians came to Earth…” Kale paused again. “To put it in
other words, Hell came to Earth. When they came, chaos followed. They gave all Humans diseases,
scientists didn’t what it was, but, it killed an average Human in two weeks. A very small percent of Humans
were immune.”
“That doesn’t sound so good.” Zy said sadly. “What did we do with them?”
 “We played a little game called Search & Destroy. The Army found all of the Hournaraians and killed
them, then shot them up into space. All the cities that contained them were destroyed by hundreds of
bombs and lasers. Hournaraians still live on Earth…hiding. Maybe even killing.” Kale paused and though
back when he was 8 years old. “They captured me when I was 8. I was immune to their horrible diseases.
Eventually the Army came and rescued me.”
“What happened to the Hournaraians?” Zy asked.
“The same as the others, jettisoned into space.” Kale answered.
“Wow. I never thought Humans would be so cruel.” Zy said thinking about his calm race, the Xeonix.
“Can we stop Zy? This is just too depressing.” Kale said sadly.
“Sorry Commander, I promise I wouldn’t talk of it again.” Zy promised.
The elevator reached the top of the highest building in the city, which was the home to Kale. When the
door of the elevator opened he was greeted by a CHIR.
“What are you doing here CHIR?” Kale asked.
“Only following my prime directive, Sir.” The CHIR answered.
“Wow! You have your own CHIR?” Zy exclaimed.
“It’s a prototype. Don’t touch. I’m not found of ‘em.” Kale exclaimed. “So is Maliya here?”
“Her personal ship was most recently located in about Terra, Colorado.” The CHIR answered.
“She’s making good time all the way from Greenland.” Kale said to himself.
“It may only a half-hour till she reaches us, Sir.” The CHR added.
“I get it CHIR…I can do basic math with velocity and distance!” Kale yelled.
 “Of course sir…I apologize.” Said the CHR.
“Can I see the pictures of the Prometheus Kale?” Zy asked.
“Zy no in front…” Kale got interrupted of the CHIR.
“Sir, those pictures and data are classified and not to be trusted with a little boy.” CHIR looked at Zy.
“Especially a Xeonix.”



“CHIR I order you to power down until Maliya comes!” Kale commanded.
“I can’t do that, Sir.” CHIR assured. “I am only to take orders from Master Maliya herself.”
“Well…in that case, just leave us alone.” Kale said while looking down to Zy. “I can trust Zy, he’s smart
and reliable. It’s ok CHIR.”
“Ok, Sir. But I highly disagree.” CHIR said while watching Kale and Zy go into his office.
“Kale? What does ‘CHIR’ mean?” Zy asked.
“’Courtesy Human Interaction Robot’.” Kale answered.
“No wonder it’s an acronym!” Zy said while sitting in Kale’s chair to his computer.
“Whoa, whoa, whoa. No, you sit there.” Kale said while pointing to another smaller chair.
“Ok fine…can you just show me those pictures…please?” Zy asked.
“Fine.” Kale then got a small chip off a shelf and a robot hand took it out of his hand and loaded it into his
computer.
Then a blue screen came up.
“Computer…find ‘Prometheus Files’.” Kale commanded.
“<<Finding files ‘Prometheus Files’>>” said the computer.
“How long will it take to find the files?” Zy asked.
“<<Found a count of 145 files about the ‘Prometheus’>>” said the computer.
“I guess…quick.” Zy commented.
Then 5 pictures came up on his screen.
“So here are the forward guns. This is the bridge. Thos are the engines, and that’s the main hangar.” Kale
said while pointing at all different parts of the ship.
Then the CHIR came into his office.
“Sir, Maliya’s ship is closing at 5 kilometers.” Exclaimed the CHIR.
“I’ll be out soon…prep the docking sequence.” Kale commanded.
“Yes, Sir.” The CHIR answered.
“Wow Kale I never thought the Prometheus was so cool…and big.” Zy commented.
“Well believe it Zy. That’s all you’re going to see.” Kale said. “Computer, terminate program.”
“<<Terminating program>>” the computer answered.
“You better head on home Zy; your parents must be worried by now.” Kale said fast thinking about how
long he’s been with him.
“Ok…I promise once I’m old enough I’ll join you in the Army.” Zy promised.
“I don’t know about that Zy…it’s a big responsibility and a lot of training.” Kale reassured.
“Ok…see you later Kale!” Zy said while walking to the elevator.
Then the CHIR came into the room.
“Sir, Master Maliya is here, she just docked with us.” Said the CHIR.
“Ok I’ll be right out.” Kale said then looking at his computer. “Computer shut down.”
“<<Powering down>>” the computer said.
It s nice for one thing to power down for once.” Kale thought while thinking of the CHIR. Then Kale walked
out the landing platform.
“Ah…it’s so nice to see you again Kale!” Maliya exclaimed. Maliya was a beautiful woman with black hair
and blue eyes. She was also part of the military until she got injured.
“Nice to meet you to…how’s your leg?” Kale asked.
“Fine…apparently the Xeonixs are great healers.” Maliya answered.
“Maybe you can join me one my next mission in 8 years…” Kale started.
“Wait…I though the war was over. You destroyed that base right?” Maliya asked.
“Yes we did but…” kale looked around to make sure anyone weren’t around, especially CHIR. “The
General and Commander of the Hournaraian Army weren’t inside the base when we destroyed it.”
“That’s crazy!” Maliya complained.
“I know. We won’t be able to attack until 2631. Or until the Enceladeus is finished.” Kale said sadly.
“Why can’t we just pause with the construction of the Enceladeus?” Maliya asked.
“Because we already spent so much money on it…we can’t afford to pause the construction.” Kale
answered.
“Well…the important thing is that you’re home, and you’re safe with me.” Maliya assured.
“I guess.” Kale said in a happier tone.



“Why don’t we just take a vacation? Go somewhere where we have problems?” Maliya asked.
“Where to? Earth isn’t the best vacation spot.” Kale said looking up into the dirty sky.
“I meant to another planet!” Maliya corrected herself.
“What planet though? One of them is totally out of the question.” Kale said thinking of Hourna.
“What about Tetcis IV?” Maliya asked.
“That sounds nice, I’ve never been their either.” Kale commented.
“Then let’s go!” Maliya exclaimed.
“Now?” Kale asked.
“Sure, you have 8 years on your hands!” Maliya commented.
“Ok fine let’s go then.” Kale said. Then something happened with his wrist comm.
“Commander we have a problem! Come in Commander!” said a voice on the other end.
That sounds like General Entonces! Is she in trouble? Kale wondered.
“Commander here what’s up General?” Kale asked.
“We have a problem with the Earth s core.” Entonces answered.
“I know we’ve had a problem with the core. All the energy is going away…” Kale started to say.
“I don t have time for a recap Commander so I ll just cut to the chase. There is no energy left in the core.
Scanners show the core will blow up in about 2 ½ hours. That gives us 2 hours to evacuate all of Planet
Earth.” Entonces said in a very sad tone.
Kale’s eyes widened and went pale.
Earth is going away?! Kale thought sadly.
“I copy General. What’s our highest priority?” Kale asked.
“Your highest priority is your location now. The City of Seiki needs to be saved. Humans  and aliens  lives
depend on you Commander. General Entonces out.” Entonces said cutting off her comm.
“Kale…what’s wrong?” Maliya asked impatiently.
“I’ll explain later. Here’s 2,000 GC and a wrist comm. Keep in touch, tell me what ship you’re on. Get on
the next transport to Juvaria II. You’ll be safe there I promise.” Kale said while running to the elevator.
“Kale!” Maliya said, but it was too late he was gone.



Chapter 7
Evacuation of Planet Earth

Kale ran to the control tower for the City of Seiki. Then went to the main computer.
“Sir you can’t be up here!” an Officer said.
“I don’t care. If you shoot me the Federation Space Force will hunt you down for shooting a Commander
Elite. Now where’s your comm to all of the speakers in the city?” Kale said fast.
“Right here Commander.” The Officer answered while activating it.
“No I don’t need to talk. I need the control panel.” Kale commanded.
“Oh…here Sir.” The Officer pointed.
Kale started typing. And the Officer looked over his shoulder. He typed:
Evacuate the city. Head for all available transports. Evacuation is in order. This is not a drill. Head for all
available transports. No personal ships…only public transports.
“Have one of your Officers repeat that for about an hour.” Kale commanded. “Then leave any way
possible”
Kale headed for the elevator.
I hope Maliya made it out. Kale thought. I should call her see if she made it to a ship.
“Maliya come in.” No answer. “Are you there?”
“ m here Kale where are you though. I ve been worried sick!” Maliya complained.
“I’m in the elevator heading for the fighter I came back on.” Kale answered. “What ship are you on?”
“ m on an Oedypus Class Transport, code GSO-101.76.” Maliya answered.
“Good I’ll find you and escort you to the Epimetheus. Don’t worry I’ll be there soon.” Kale assured.
“Kale I love you and ” the transmission got cut off.
What in this horrible world? Kale thought.
Then the elevator came to the level of his house and once again greeted by the CHIR.
“How do you do Sir?” CHIR asked.
“Bad just leave this place…get on a transport and leave this planet.” Kale ordered.
“As you wish sir. And might I add, the scanners have spotted several Hournaraian Battleships entering
Earth’s orbit. They are on the Aysun side of Earth.”
“No, no, no! Not now! Why did it have to be now?!” Kale yelled at the wall. “Why did you call in the
General or someone?”
“I couldn’t…the Hournaraians must have jammed all of our transmissions.” CHIR answered.
That s why I lost contact with Maliya. Kale figured out.
“Just get in my fighter with me robot.” Kale ordered.
“As you wish, Sir.” CHIR answered while walking behind Kale.
Kale got into the pilot’s seat of his fighter, and saw CHIR slowly walking behind him.
“Come on CHIR can’t you walk any faster?” Kale asked.
“I’m trying, Sir. After all I am only a prototype.” CHIR said while slowly getting into the gunner’s seat of the
fighter.
“Just don’t touch anything back there ok?” Kale asked with a commanding tone.
“Understood, Sir.” CHIR confirmed.
Kale launched his fighter and flew into the outer layers of Earth’s atmosphere. Kale started looking for
Maliya’s Transport.
“Where is she?” Kale asked himself. “CHIR turn on the scanners for the ship GSO-101.76.”
“Doing it now, Sir.” CHIR confirmed while turning on the scanner and started typing.
Kale flew to the Epimetheus which was exiting the last layer of Earth’s atmosphere. Kale immediately
noticed three Transport ships entering the main hangar.
“Sir the ship GSO-101.76 is in the hangar of the Epimetheus.” CHIR said.
“Thanks.” Kale said while hitting the throttle heading into the main hangar of the Epimetheus.
The Neroflux fighter stopped next to the GSO Transport Maliya would be in.
Kale commanded the Captain of the Transport to lower the ramp by hand signals. Then the ramp lowered.
One of the first people to come out was some aliens then many Humans, then Maliya at the back of the
pack.



Maliya! Kale thought immediately.
Kale ran up the ramp and soon Maliya saw him and ran toward him too.
“It’s so nice to see you!” Kale exclaimed.
“I was going to say the same thing! How did you find me here though?” Maliya asked.
“I flew around…” Kale said. “But I need to see the Captain right now!” Kale let go of Maliya and started
walking toward the elevator.
“Kale wait! Why can’t I go with you?” Maliya asked.
“Because…you don’t need to know what’s going on right now!” Kale stopped walking and answered.
“Ok. But what should I do while I’m waiting for you?” Maliya asked.
“Just wait here by CHIR. Make sure he or you don’t get into any trouble!” Kale commanded.
Maliya looked down sadly down the ramp at the other aliens and Humans.
“What will happen to us?” Maliya asked sadly.
“Don’t worry. We just have to get out of the blast zone.” Kale said also looking at the aliens and Humans.
“I’ll be back as soon as possible.”
Kale ran down the ramp to the elevator. Maliya watched as he ran to the elevator and saw it go up the
hangar wall.

Kale reached the bridge. He looked out the bridge window that wrapped all around the bridge. All he
saw were thousands of transport ships, mostly Shivia Class which were Human-made.
This is madness Earth is going away. Millions of people may still be on the planet Kale started thinking but
then General Entonces came to him.
“Thank god you’re alright.” Entonces said satisfied.
“I’m ok, little nervous but what is Earth’s status?” Kale asked.
“The core seems to be acting up much faster than we thought. It has only 30 minutes until it blows.” Entonces
said starting to cry.
Seeing Entonces cry made Kale start to.
Earth our home Kale thought.
“We have to get out of the blast zone!” Kale exclaimed. “Where’s the Captain?” Kale asked immediately.
“Right here Commander!” Aryan exclaimed whipping his eyes. “And I already know what you’re going to
say. Engine power at 100%! Set course for Juvaria II! Send that same thing to all other Warships and
transport immediately!” Aryan commanded.
“On it Captain!” many Officers exclaimed.
“What about those Hournaraian Warships following us?” Kale asked.
“By the time they get to us, we’d be gone and Earth would have blown up and their ships with it!”
calculated a Battle Statistic Robot.
Soon everyone heard many explosions toward the back of the Epimetheus.
“What in the world was that?!” Aryan yelled.
“Many Hournaraian Fighters closing in.” and Officer exclaimed. “Ravana IX class.”
“That’s not good…” Kale got cut off by more explosions.
“Captain! It appears they are targeting our major engines.” Another Officer exclaimed.
“Launch all fighters. Bring them back soon though…we can only hold out for a couple of minutes!” Aryan
exclaimed.
An Officer turned on an intercom.
“All pilots to your attack ships! All pilots to your attack ships!” and Officer exclaimed.
Kale, Entonces and Aryan and many other Officers glared back at Earth. It was all red, no clouds, no
water, just fire and lava.
“What’s the status now?” Kale asked.
“13 minutes Commander.” And Officer answered.
“How many of the pilots have taken out the fighters?” Aryan asked and Officer.
“Only a couple more Hournaraian Fighters are left. We have only lost one ship of the 19 we launched.” An
Officer answered.
“Bring them back in… we’re leaving.” Aryan commanded.
“On it Captain. All fighters come in!” the Officer commanded on his comm. “Epimetheus is departing all
fighters return!”



“Power up the hyperdrive!” Aryan commanded.
There was a big roar from the hyperdrive engines at the back of the Epimetheus.
“Captain all pilots have returned!” exclaimed an Officer.
“Then let’s go!” Aryan commanded.
There was another big roar from the engines and the Epimetheus left Earth.
Goodbye Planet Earth. Kale thought while going back to the elevator.

Back at Earth, the whole surface was red, full of fires and lava. Many transports were still leaving, most of
them about to jump to hyperspace. The Hournaraian Warships were still there. When they noticed many
transports, warships, and especially the Epimetheus leave they knew they were in trouble. The
Hournaraians were already turning away from Earth to get way. Then, all in a flash, many streams of light
went through the cracks Earth’s surface. After only seconds, a huge wave of dust, hydrogen and helium
blasted in all directions…so powerful, the Hournaraian Warships were pushed away even further, and
Earth’s two moons. Then, after the huge wind, Earth exploded huge shards of rock shot everywhere, hitting
the two moons, the Hournaraians, and the rest of the transports.
Were Earth once was, is now nothing but pieces of rock and debris. Parts of transports floated through the
debris, same as the Hournaraian Warships…three of their Warships were destroyed. Only 102 out of the
308 remaining transports survived…about 3 million aliens and Humans combined. Some other transports
made out of the blast zone just by flying fast but not into hyperspace. All Humans have now…is nothing.
No planet to actually call home. All the transports and Warships set course for Juvaria II, hope to receive
help from the Juvaraians. Once there, Humans would have to find new lives elsewhere. And the new saying
would be heard around the Galaxy: A.E.



Chapter 8
Journey to Juvaria II

Kale went back to the hangar to check if Maliya and CHIR were ok. Finally he got to the hangar.
Then Kale reached Maliya.
“I told you I’d come back!” Kale exclaimed.
“What was going on? Earth was all red?!” Maliya exclaimed with a questioning tone.
Kale paused for a moment.
“Earth is gone, Maliya. Earth’s core was dying out faster than we thought, and it blew up, destroying
Earth’s outer layers with it…It’s probably a debris field by now.” Kale said sadly.
Maliya’s eyes widened and she went pale.
“How? I thought Earth’s cycle had another 500 billion years left!” Maliya remembered her studies.
“Humans and aliens were taking to many resources from it, and the core gave.” Kale said sadly. “Now all
we can do now is got to Juvaria II and hope they can help us.”
“And if they don’t?” Maliya asked.
“We go off separate ways. All remaining Humans will be scattered around the Galaxy, hoping to find a
planet to call home.” Kale answered. “Most of them will probably go to Tetcis IV or stay on Juvaria II.”
“What about us though? Where would we go?” Maliya asked.
“I don’t know…I will have to stay here with the General’s to figure out what to do.” Kale answered.
Maliya started to cry.
Kale embraced her.
Don t cry. All of us would be ok, they have to help us. Kale thought.

Entonces left the bridge and went to her quarters. And sat down at her computer.
What will we do? Where would we go? Entonces thought starting to cry again. Just what would happen to
us  to the Human Race?
Then she looked up at her computer screen and unlocked it. She scrambled through hundreds of files.
Ha this is useless. Entonces thought now getting mad.
“Computer, find ‘Earth’ files.” She commanded.
<<Searching for files related to ‘Earth’>> answered the computer.
After a couple of seconds the screen showed many files and a picture of Earth.
“Computer, engage ‘Edit Mode’.” Entonces commanded.
<<Password required>> said the computer.
Oh c mon! Wait I think I know this! Entonces thought.
She pressed many buttons on her red holographic touch screen.
<<Access granted>> said the computer.
Yes maybe I can figure out what was the real problem with the core. Entonces though happily.
Entonces scrolled down the screen to a folder which said ‘Composition’. She double tapped the screen and
it open with many other folders inside. There was one named ‘Core’. She opened that folder.
Now what really happened? Entonces thought.
She looked around in the folder and saw a file named ‘Hournaraians’.
“What in the world?! Why is there a file in here named Hournaraian?!” Entonces said in a surprised tone.
Some guards marching down the hallway outside of her room almost heard.
I better be quiet. I don t want anyone to know what s going on Entonces thought then the power went out.
What in the world? Entonces thought.
Then she heard the backup generator power up and red lights flashed in her room. She also felt the ship
angling down.
I better go to the bridge.
Entonces ran through the corridors of the Epimetheus filled with flashing red lights. Eventually she met up
with many Humans and aliens gathered in a corridor. A female Human noticed Entonces and walked up to
her.
“What’s going on?” asked the frightened Human.



“That’s what I’m about to do. Tell all of these people to stay here don’t go anywhere.” Entonces
commanded.
The Human didn’t answer.
“Ok?! I just need to stay here.” Entonces said again.
The Human still didn’t answer. Entonces looked closer at her eyes. They were fixed on something. Then in a
split second, the Epimetheus seemed to be shaken back and forth. The female Human got out of her fixed
gaze.
“What were you looking at?” Entonces asked.
All the Human did was point out the window on the other side of the corridor.
Entonces then saw many Hournaraian Warships closing in, fast. There were also many Hournaraian fighters
flying in no fixed formation.
“Tell everyone to go to the main hangar, you’ll be safer there!” Entonces commanded.
“We can’t, that’s why we’re here…in the corridor, the main hangar is full. Many other transports already
boarded us.” The Human answered. “It started with just three transports but I’m sure there are six of them
now. I don’t know how much mor the hangar can take.”
“Just stay here!” Entonces said while running down the corridor looking for an elevator.


